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Abstract— IST is abbreviated from ID-based encryption scheme based on symmetric-key technique with a
trusted device. IST scheme is differ from conventional security technical theory by unifying authentication and
powerful encryption. In this scheme, users can encrypt their file by using identity information, and exchange
any key is not necessary. The aim of this paper is to implement an IST scheme by using Java Card on Windows
platform. Our implementation is created with Borland C++ Builder 6 to achieve user-friendly GUI interface,
and may improve the security of key management by means of Java Card.
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Introduction

this scheme and others, for example, there is a Certificate
Authority (CA) in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to management users’ identity and keys, because of encrypting any
ciphertext must use the keys, we must exchange keys with
meticulous security; but in ID-based scheme, we can encrypt and decrypt only using users’ identity information without exchange or conserve any key.
After Shamir’s concept proposed, Desmedt et al. presented ID-based encryption with tamper-free device [3]. In
other to provide physical protection to the keys, this scheme
uses tamper-resistant device to improve its security. There
are three main device in this scheme: encryption device E,
decryption device D, and key generation G which is tamperresistant. Each user has a private key k and a public key K
(K = G(k)). The security of this system is based on device
G which has a supersecret key s to avoid malicious user to
find the key. But if anyone knows a supersecret key s, he
can attack all users of this system.

As home PC becomes widespread and the internet is growing up, nowadays people get many chances to transmit data
and communication with other netizen, whereupon there are
many problem of security appeared, such as stolen information, modified content, and so on. Therefore we have to consider how to achieve the security requirements of privacy,
integrity, and authenticity. IST scheme, which is abbreviated from ID-based encryption scheme based on symmetrickey technique with a trusted device, saves users identity information in trusted device and uses these values for authentication without exchanging any key [1]. Two motives have
combined to make us write a paper on IST: first, we review
ID-based schemes and compare their advantage; and secondly, our purpose is to realize a user-friendly implementation of IST.
In this paper, detailed account of identity-based schemes
are given in the next section, and then we design a tool to
implement IST scheme in Section 3. Finally, our conclusion
is given in Section 4.
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2.2

Related Works

2.1

ID-based encryption

Shamir addressed identity-based cryptosystems and signature schemes [2]. A general idea of ID-based scheme
is using a unique combination of users’ identity information for authentication, even the users have no knowledge
about cryptography, they can encrypt their information easily with this method. There are some differences between
∗
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IST scheme

In the previous research, Fukaya and Sakurai presented a
concept of ID-based encryption scheme based on symmetrickey technique with a trusted device (IST) [1]. IST uses a
non-cloning device with unique value to generate encryption key, and users can enter a plaintext with their partner’s ID to construct the ciphertext, and vice versa. As the
symmetric-key is generated by users’ ID information and
the unique value in the non-cloning device is reliable, the secure key is not necessary to exchange or control. In a recent
paper which proposed by Imamoto et al. use linear scheme
to make enhancement of security [4]. Using unique device
to make the ID stored in the device readable and unmodifiable is the difference between IST and the study issued by
Desmedt et al.
IST technique could be implemented for many kinds of
authentication system, like DRM [5], and so forth.
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2.3

Fixed authencation
Input key A key B

Java Card

Java Card is one kind of smart card which includes both
Java Card Virtual Machine (JCVM) and Java Card Runtime
Environment (JCRE) so that it can manage Java classes and
objects, execute Java Card applet, etc. [6] There are three
main types of Java Card: JCOP10, JCOP20, JCOP30. The
first dual-interface Java Card is JCOP30, which keep contact and contactless capabilities on the same chip, so that
we can create much more applicability [7]. Because of all
method and variables are controlled exactly, even any applets on the same Java Card couldn’t access the other one
to catch data, Java Cards could improve security for applications. There is one other thing that is important for us
to use Java Card on our implementation: since we consider
that users have to input their identity repeatedly and keep
the symmetric key is difficult, Java Card provide a portable
and reliable way to store information safely [8]. In order
to achieve IST’s personal security, we choose Java Card for
the tamper-resistant device.
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Figure 2: Concept of IST Decryption
mation and his own authentication information to decrypt the ciphertext.

In our study, we select Java Card (JCOP30) to manufacture trusted device with unique value. With the contact and
contactless capabilities of JCOP30, users can use our tool
by two ways to login for their convenience. Our concepts of
encryption and decryption are shown in Figure 1 and Figure
2. For the consideration of security issue, we chose AES
256 to be the crypto algorithm because of its excellent performance.
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3. The administrator M: M has a token which is a Java
Card with special authority, so that he could putting
information into the smart card by this software. M
can’t generate any information into Java Card without
the token.
When the software starts, the users (A and B) should set
their card reader and input the PIN of Java Card at first. If
they are authenticated via Java Card, the software allows
them to input their partner’s ID information for preparing to
encrypt/decrypt. Otherwise, the user who can’t input PIN
correctly is regarded as illegal.
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Figure 1: Concept of IST Encryption
As we want to illustrate our implement, we create three
roles in the IST encryption/decryption scenario at first, included the sender A, the receiver B, and the administrator
M.

Figure 3: Encrypting batch of files

1. The sender A: A must know the receiver B’s public
ID information before sending files, and use B’s ID
and A’s own authentication information to encrypt the
plaintext.

After all settings are completed, this software could retrieve fixed authentication keyA from Java Card. The system
bundles fixed keyA and keyB which is based on receiver’s ID
for H(ID(A), ID(B)) to generate the secret key. This software accepts two kinds of plaintext: A can select multiple
files for encryption as Figure 3; or he can input what he want

2. The receiver B: B has to provide his Java Card to retrieve his own authenticate, then enter A’s ID infor2

Figure 4: Encrypting the text which user entered

Figure 6: Decrypting the text which user entered
The results of our implementation are shown as Table 1.
We choose two files for testing, and the process time of encryption and decryption are reasonable.
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There are three mainly kinds of cryptographic attacks [9]:
the first is “cipher text-only attack,” which means cryptanalysts steal ciphertext and find the rule of substitution out
so that they can translate it into plaintext; the second trick
is named “plaintext attack,” cryptanalysts acquire plaintext
and ciphertext at the same time, and then try corresponding
to each other; and the third “brute force attack” is exhaustive
calculation until find out the plaintext.
In this paper, the ciphertext which is generated by this
implement is strong enough to resist cipher text-only attack
because of it’s confusion. Furthermore, we implement a
ID-based encryption tool with Java Card and it can avoid
brute force attack from the protection of PIN code. Finally,
We leave user’s identity information in Java Card therefore
the user who use this tool does not require memorizing additional information, and it’s not necessary to set PKI to
manage users’ identity and keys in our implementation thus
could reduce the cost.

Figure 5: Decrypting batch of files
to encrypt just like Figure 4. While A hits the “Encrypt”
button and subsequently the files he selected or the text he
inputted are ciphered. Finally, the system appends a fixed
string C which takes for checking decryption whether ciphertext is decrypt successfully, and suffixes a header which
value is H(ID(A), ID(B)) to confirm the user who wants to
decrypt the ciphertext is legitimate.
When A sends ciphertext including the header and checksum to B, B could choose to use files encryption (the screenshot shown as Figure 5) or text encryption (see Figure 6) up
to the situation. Checking B to verify the result of hashing
fixed keyB and input keyA is necessary before decrypt the
file or text. As the check is correct, the file/text decrypts for
plaintext. Then the system checks the checksum C in order
to make sure of the integrity of plaintext.
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